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Intermodulation Distortion Analysis for DFB Lasers

T.Okuda, H.Yamada, T.Torikai and T.Uji

KANSAI Electronics Resea^rch Laboratory, NEC Corporation
2-9-L, Seiran, Otsu 520, Japan

The modulation distortion mechanism in DFB lasers due to longitudinal electrical field
nonuniformity along the laser cavity was theoretically clarified. The theoretical yields
for ensuring low distortion characteristics were calculated for various device structures.
The coupling coefficients (*L) and facet reflectivities were specified for designing low
distortion DFB lasers.

I INTRODUCTION
Subcarrier multiplexing has become a very at-

tractive technique for fiber optic loop applications,
such as CATV and mic.o""llolur *obilu commu-
nication systems r'2). In such systems, low inter-
modulation distortion characteristic DFB lasers are
required to ensure high carrier to noise ratio. The
distortions are strongly related to rela:<ation oscil-
Iation and the longitudinal electrical field nonuni-
formity in DFB laser. So far, the former mechanism
has been intensively studied 3). However, the latter
has not yet been investigated in detail.

The purpose of this work is to theoretically clarify
the distortion mechanism and to provide an opti-
mum high yield low distortion DFB lasers design
for practical use. The light output-current (P-D
nonlinearity due to field nonuniformity along the
laser cavity was investigated. Consequently, low
distortion characteristics were derived under cer-
tain coupling coefficient (*L) and facet reflectivities
conditions.

2 MODEL AND CALCUTATION
An analyzed DFB laser model is shown in Fig.1.

In order to consider longitudinal electrical field dis-
tribution along the laser cavity (See Fig.l), the
coupled-equations were solved by the F matrix
method a).

The grating phase uncertainties at both facets
were also taken into account in this calculation,
since grating phases on cleaved facets which affect
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phase conditions for laser oscillation and electrical
field distributions are uncontrollable in DFB lasers.

As an example, calculated P-I characteristics
and longitudinal electrical field distributions are
shown in Fig.2 and Fig.3, respectively. In both
figures, (a) and (b) are the calculated results for
a device with the same structure except for facet
phases.

In case (a), the P-I curve shows good linear-
ity, and the electrical field is almost uniform along
the cavity. Moreover, the field is fairly fixed versus
current injection. On the other hand, in case (b),
the P-I curve shows nonlinearity, and the electri-
cal field is nonuniform. That is, a large change in
field distribution versus current injection obviously
causes the nonlinearitv in the P-I curve.
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Fig.1 DFB laser model. The DFB laser consists of a
homogeneous grating along the cavity and AR
and HR coated facets. The field uniformity in
the laser cavity was defined as a maximum
and minimum intensity (F^;"lF,nor) ratio.
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, where I is the current, P is the light output
power, Ps is the averaged light output power, and
At,A, and 43 are expansion coefficients. The
cal modulation index (OMI) is defined as,

OMI - 
A'=I*
fo

(2)

Fig.3 Longitudinal electrical field distributions at
threshold (dashed line) and 10mW output
power (solid line). The facet phases for (a)
and (b) are the same as in Fig.2.

3 ANATYS$
3.1 Intermodulation distortion

Intermodulation distortions are derived from the
P-I curve calculated above. The P-I curve is ex-
panded into the Taylor series around a bias point
(/,)'

p = ps{ A1(r-r5)+}v-nY+fu-/u)'+... (1)

, where I- is modulation current. For subcarrier
multiplexing, the modulation index is modified into
the effective OMI (OMI"/; ). The composite second
order (CSO) distortion is determined by the second
order expansion coefficients,

_- Ae Pg OMr:lr _ N N AZ Pg OMrzCSO-N.T=.,r"-=F
(3)

, where N is the number of carriers (channels) and
N" is the number of second-order intermodulation
products in a channel. The CSO distortions were
calculated under 5mW light output power and 5%
per channel OMI conditions, based on 42ch CATV
system specifications. Figure 4 shows calculated
CSO distortions for devices with the same structure
involving 256 different types of facet phases as a
function of field uniformity, defined by the intensity
ratio (F*;*lF*o,), ar shown in Fig.l. As seen in
Fig.4, lower CSO distortion can be realized with
increasing field uniformity.

3.2 r.[ dependence
According to the method mentioned above, the

theoretical probabilities of ensuring a required low
distortion, terms as yield can be obtained by cal-
culating the distortion for the devices with various
facet phases. The yield nL dependence was cal-
culated first, since the field uniformity is strongly
affected by the ru-L value.

Fig.4 Calculated CSO
field uniformitv

distortions as a function
(F *;n lF ^o')'
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Fig.2 Calculated P-I and dP/dI characteristics for
devices with diferent facet phases, (^) 4

5 , 1 t 3 , 
't3=

-ir,0, = -?t and (b) df = -itr,d, = itr,
respectively.
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Fig.5 Yield rcZ dependence. The optimum ftL value
exists around 0.6 - 0.7.

FRONT FACET REFLECTTVTW [% ]

Fig.6 Yield as a function of front facet reflectivity.
The optimum front facet reflectivity is about
4To.

Figure 5 shows the yield r.L dependence, cal-
culated under three specifications: (I)CSO

-50dBc, (2)CSO

-60dBc. The criteria for the normalized thresh-
old gain deference between the main mode and the
next submode was employed (A,aL > 0.05) for tak-
ing the single longitudinal mode stability into ac-
count. The optimum rc.L value exists around 0.6 -
0.7 under such conditions. Low yield is attributed
to unstable single mode operation under the lower
r"[ condition and nonuniform electrical field distri-
bution under the larger rcL regime.

3.3 Facet reflectivity dependence

Next, the yield facet reflectivity dependence was
calculated. In this calculation, the lc"t value was
fixed to 0.7, which is the optimum value mentioned
above. The front and rear facet reflectivity depen-
dencies are shown in Fig.6 and Fig.7, respectively.

r L:O.7 ft=lo/o
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-60dBc
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Fig.7 Rear facet reflectivity yield dependence.

There is no obvious dependence on the rear
facet reflectivity.

The optimum front facet reflectivity (Rt) was about
4%, which is mainly due to single mode stability ef-
fects under the high Ry conditions. Furthermore,
facet phase differences cause wide CSO distribu-
tion under the lower R1 conditions, and resulting
in yield decrease.

On the other hand, the yield was almost inde-
pendent from the rear facet reflectivity, as shown
in Fig.7. However, Ry should be as high as possible
to realize high slope efficiencg from the practical
use viewpoint.

4 SUMMARY
A method for analyzing intermodulation distor-

tion was developed. Theoretical yield for low dis-
tortion characteristics in DFB lasers was analyzed
using the calculation method. The distortion mech-
anism due to electrical field nonuniformity along
the laser cavity was clarified and then device pa-
rameters were tailored, so as to realize low distor-
tion DFB lasers.
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